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Feature Rental Texture Tool
Wood Plank Stamp

Capture the realistic look of heavy wood 
plank flooring in durable concrete with the 
Wood Plank texture stamp pattern.

The 8” wide planks have a deep, attractive 
texture that responds well to accent color 
release giving contractors the option of 
creating a worn, aged wood floor.  This 
pattern allows outdoor furniture to sit 
solidly without rocking on the textured 
surface.  In the right setting, the Wood 
Plank pattern is a terrific choice for 
property owners and contractors alike.

Make this texture pattern part of your 
future decorative presentations.  You’ll be 
pleased with the results!
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New!!!  Proline Textured Edge Liners

Proline, a leader in texture stamps and seamless skins, now offers an 
attractive series of edge liners designed for steps, pools, countertops, 
and wall caps.  Choose from four dramatic textures that are sure to grab 
the attention of your customers.

Denali is the most rugged and aggressive texture.  It is offered in flat, 
hammered edge, and bull nose profiles.  The Yukon liner creates a 
strong texture, but not as concentrated as the Denali.  It is available in 
flat and bull nose profiles.  The classic look of Roman Slate texture is 
Proline’s most popular and is available in flat, hammered edge, and bull 
nose profiles.  Yosemite captures the popular texture from Old Granite 

without the deep cleft stone vein.  You can get it in flat and hammered 
edge profiles.

These reusable edge liners are manufactured from the same material 
used to produce Proline’s seamless texture skins and can be cut to 
length with a skill saw.  They are usually held in place with drywall 
screws.  More experienced contractors often hold them in place by 
hand.  These liners are available in 2”, 3-1/2”, 5-1/2”, and 7-1/2” heights 
to match dimensional lumber and are 8’ in length.

Trying to imprint step faces after stripping forms is always an iffy 
proposition.  Try the Proline liners and give your stamp jobs the finishing 
touch your customers will appreciate.
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